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Abstract— Mobile edge computing (MEC) is being 
introduced and leveraged in many domains, but few studies 
have addressed MEC for secure in-home therapy 
management. To this end, this paper presents an in-home 
therapy management framework, which leverages the IoT 
nodes and the blockchain-based decentralized MEC 
paradigm to support low-latency, secure, anonymous, and 
always-available spatiotemporal multimedia therapeutic 
data communication within an on-demand data-sharing 
scenario. To the best of our knowledge, this non-invasive, 
MEC-based IoT therapy platform is first done by our group. 
This platform can provide a full-body joint range of motion 
data for physically challenged individuals in a decentralized 
manner. With MEC, the framework can provide therapy 
diagnostic and analytical data on demand to a large portion 
of humanity who are either born with disabilities or became 
disabled due to accidents, war-time injuries, or old age. For 
security, the framework uses blockchain–Tor-based 
distributed transactions to preserve the therapeutic data 
privacy, ownership, generation, storage, and sharing. Our 
initial test results from a complete implementation of the 
framework show that it can support a sufficiently large 
number of users without considerable increase in mean 
processing time. 

Index Terms— Blockchain; mobile edge computing; 
therapy; IoT.  

I. INTRODUCTION

LTHOUGH mobile edge computing (MEC) has 

been implemented in many domains, its 

application in the therapy field has gained minimal 

attention. The recent advancements in the IoT 

devices have provided gesture-tracking devices with 

great power and capability. Thus, existing therapeutic 

IoT devices for cloud communication architecture 

need to be redesigned to leverage the MEC. MEC 

works as an intermediary between entities related to 

the physical world, such as therapeutic sensory media 

and IoT nodes, and the cloud in the cyber world [23] 

[24][26][27][47]. With the help of disruptive 

decentralized technologies (e.g. Tor, Blockchain), 

MEC can provide anonymity, privacy and secrecy of 

therapeutic data [4][6][7]. Therefore, the MEC for 

therapy applications need to be carefully designed. 

Accordingly, the therapeutic IoT data will be secured 

and anonymized although the IoT hardware API is 

being designed and maintained by any third party. 

The incorporation of blockchain and Tor will bring 

robustness to security implementation. A patient can 

perform any therapy activity or a transaction without 

the need for a central or a middleman. The chain of 

blocks will contain the time-stamped history of 

therapeutic activities and transactions [1][2][3]. The 

health data can then be secured [49] from cyber-

attacks or unauthorized access from medical 

institution personnel or anyone in the middle, 

thereby protecting the medical institutions from 

financial fines or worse [5]. 

An in-home therapy environment is composed of 

numerous gesture-tracking IoT devices, such as Leap 

Motion, Myo, and Kinect2, and other in-home smart 

sensors for ambient therapeutic context collection 

[45][46]. For real-time therapeutic applications, such 

spatiotemporal multimedia data generated by each 

therapy session comprise a large volume of data to be 

shared with the cloud [45][50]. Health therapeutic IoT 
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sensory data at the MEC layer can be processed at the 

edge to save bandwidth and to add appropriate 

security solutions [9]. 

Recently, Blockchain has gained attraction for 

therapeutic applications [12][13]. In particular, 

decentralized yet secure and seamless integration 

and interaction with the therapy profile are necessary 

when a therapy patient is mobile, i.e., has to go to 

different medical institutions or disability hospitals, as 

a result of moving among inter-MEC nodes [18]. 

Although blockchain supports strong security, it 

suffers in terms of anonymity because each 

transaction added to the block enforces blockchain 

addresses related to the block, which is visible to the 

public [3]. Researchers have proposed a multitude of 

solutions, such as using Tor, a one-time pad address 

for each transaction, secure wallets, TumbleBit, and 

Zcash, to add anonymity to blockchain 

transactions [5]. Raw IoT data from therapy 

applications can thus be anonymized. The MEC node 

is assumed to host a cloudlet that acts as a high-end 

computing platform that can run blockchain nodes or 

Tor virtual machines.  

In addition to security and privacy, a MEC node can 

be used in tandem with other scalability solutions, 

such as 5G inter-IoT node and IoT-to-MEC node 

communication [20][25]. In the context of therapy in 

which a patient can perform therapy transactions on 

demand, MEC nodes can be deployed at each user 

physical proximity to provide therapeutic data a 

ubiquitous access to cloud services. In this study, we 

propose a novel mobile edge network that uses 

blockchain, an anonymous Tor tier, and a secure 

distributed DB to make therapy applications 

immutable, always available with service quality, and 

interoperable. To the best of our knowledge, this 

therapy application is one of the first to propose a 

secure mobile edge network solution. 

The rest of this paper is presented as follows. 

Section II reports the related work. Section III 

illustrates our proposed framework. Section IV 

describes the implementation. Section V elaborates 

the conclusions and future work. 

II. RELATED WORK

Authors of [1] have proposed a blockchain-based 

electronic medical record management system. A 

pervasive social network-based healthcare 

management system has been shown in [2], in which 

sensory data from body area network have been 

secured using blockchain. Authors in [3] have 

proposed an anonymous key management scheme to 

provide blockchain privacy. Authors in [5] present a 

blockchain-based cloud medical data-sharing 

framework, in which smart contracts are used for the 

secure access of the data. A multiparty blockchain 

that targets supply-chain management [6] has been 

designed to secure IoT data. The availability in terms 

of the number of transactions per minute the state-

of-the-art Ethereum public blockchain can commit 

has been presented in [10]. An important usage of 

blockchain, which is digital identity management in 

the context of smart city applications [50], has been 

shown in [11]. A secure medical sensory health data-

sharing web application designed by leveraging 

blockchain has been portrayed in [12]. In [15], 

programmable DApp Blockchain have been evaluated 

with healthcare quality-of-service delivery metrics. 

An advanced e-Health blockchain has been 

implemented in the context of medical data storage 

and exchange within medical institutions [16]. 

An attribute-based signature scheme in a 

multiparty authority blockchain has been shown in 

the context of an electronic healthcare delivery 

system [17]. Authors in [18] have designed a mobile 

application that can securely collect health data, 

share them with healthcare and insurance providers, 

and synchronize them with cloud services. Blockchain 

has been studied and evaluated to be used as cloud 

healthcare data security by the authors in [19]. 

Different types of security attack landscapes that may 

compromise mobile edges and 5G communication 

networks have been surveyed by the authors in [20]. 

A comprehensive survey on blockchain for IoT 

applications can be found in [21]. 

Authors in [7] have demonstrated the use of a 

permissioned blockchain, named Multichain, and to 

secure IoT data. This system can be hosted in mobile 

edges[9] [52]. The work presented in [13] scrutinizes 

the pros and cons of existing edge-centric IoT 

applications with respect to blockchain consensus 

mechanisms. A real-time IoT-based patient-

monitoring framework has been shown to leverage 

data mining and distributed services at mobile edges 

for a high quality of service [34]. User privacy and 

protection against malicious users that may 

compromise edge networks have been studied and a 

novel solution has been proposed in [22].  

A comprehensive survey on MEC can be found 

in [8]. An IoT-based smart healthcare management 

system has been outlined [4][51]. In this work, fog 

nodes are used to support scalability of healthcare 

data and blockchain is used to secure them. An 

offloading of task and computation from mobile 

terminals to fog nodes has been illustrated in [14] 

with a cost model to optimize the task execution 



delay and energy. A joint offloading of task and data 

between a set of mobile devices and a set of mobile 

edge servers has been shown in [23][24] with a game-

centric pricing mechanism. A virtualization model for 

offloading tasks at a mobile edge-based 5G network 

has been proposed [25]. While other architectures 

use a flat offloading model from mobile terminal to 

the MEC base station, authors in [26] envision an 

inter-MEC base station offloading when one MEC 

base station is overloaded with tasks. A fair resource 

allocation scheme for mobile users, which will 

optimize mobile edge resources, has been illustrated 

in [27].  

A novel crowd-sourcing-based MEC model has 

been proposed as a dynamic edge proxy [28]. Authors 

in [29] have proposed a novel 5G edge resource 

maximization technique that can handle numerous 

concurrent offloading requests from mobile clients. 

While the existing literature attempts to optimize the 

offloading to MEC from the technical perspective, 

authors in [30] take the stance of modeling human 

behavior within a game theory to optimize the MEC 

offloading process. In [31], MEC solution has been 

studied to provide fast and real-time delivery of 

automatic driving services. In [32], authors have 

leveraged the MEC architecture for crowd-sensing 

applications, in which raw sensory data of large 

volume can be shared and saved in clouds with 

improved scalability. An energy-efficient task 

offloading in a 5G MEC network has been outlined 

in [33]. MEC paradigm has been evaluated for its 

suitability in IoT-based interactive games, which 

require a heavy server-side interaction. Authors have 

found that the MEC outperforms traditional cloud-

only solutions [35]. A task caching framework, which 

leverages mobile edges for offloading tasks, has been 

proposed in [36].  

In the context of the Internet of connected vehicles, 

the authors of [37] have shown the benefit of using 

MEC coupled with cloud solutions for the life cycle of 

auto-charging electric vehicles. The authors have 

proposed an energy-harvesting model by allowing 

mobile nodes to offload tasks to nearby mobile edge 

towers for obtaining energy efficiency at the mobile 

nodes [38]. The authors of [39] have attempted to use 

an edge-centric approach to multimodal 

authentication for deciding the optimum amount of 

load balancing between edges and cloud biometric 

templates. The authors have used [40] 

spatiotemporal Markov decision process to optimize 

energy consumption, processing time, and 

transmission cost for a synchronous task offloading 

among a mobile device, the edge network, and the 

cloud. The work outlined in [41] uses a mobility-

aware hierarchical MEC framework. The work in [42] 

supports user mobility within the fog layer by 

leveraging the SDN approach. [43][53] uses machine-

to-machine communication at the MEC layer to 

maximize computer resources and minimize the 

energy at the edge network. An edge network 

suitable for healthcare 4.0 has been designed in [44].  

Although numerous existing works have been 

proposed in literature, none of them have studied 

physiotherapy applications for secure MEC 

applications. A growing body of blockchain 

applications in healthcare have shown that it is a 

technology that can offer tangible benefits in the 

sector. However, existing research has focused on 

services that do not have strict privacy, anonymity, 

and real-time requirements simultaneously, as in the 

case of IoT-supported therapy. In the next section, we 

detail the design of a framework that leverages the 

real-time benefits of MEC and has the anonymity 

benefits of Tor and the decentralized privacy and 

security of blockchain that remove the need for a 

central authority.  

III. SECURE IOT FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE 

Design Considerations 

Before we discuss the system design, we first 

indicate the need for blockchain and Tor for the IoT-

based therapy system. Blockchain is attractive for 

applications in which a set of distributed copies are 

required for redundancy. Another important 

characteristic of the system is that the IoT nodes that 

are involved in the therapy process cannot trust the 

third party system that receives the health data. 

Whether the IoT nodes may be deployed in an 

untrusted network, controlling who can regulate the 

blockchain framework is necessary. In other words, if 

an IoT device is compromised, then the rest of the IoT 

devices will have no effect on it because the signature 

of each IoT device is different and governed by a one-

time address. The health data once created or 

captured by the IoT nodes are not allowed to be 

altered or modified in their future lifetime; therefore, 

saving the data in blockchain makes perfect sense. All 

these requirements make the combination of 

blockchain and Tor a candidate security application 

[5].  



High-Level Framework 

Fig. 1. IoT, mobile edge/cloudlet, Tor, blockchain, and 

cloud environment for the proposed therapy 

application 

Figure 1 shows that therapy-related IoT devices 

forward their traffic to MEC nodes, which conduct the 

security handling and small-scale analysis and then 

share the final results with the cloud. The task of 

decentralization and anonymity of therapy data also 

occurs in the MEC nodes. Through the advancements 

in 5G technologies, the MEC nodes can provide many 

IoT-edge-centric services to therapy applications, 

thereby reducing the load on cloud. The MEC node 

supports security and anonymity of therapy and IoT 

data; once deployed near public places, it can securely 

support therapy applications with mobility of the 

users [29][33]. 

As shown in Figure 1, a cloudlet server can be 

hosted at the house of a patient or at the medical 

institutions or at the premises of the base station [42]. 

The cloudlet server acts at the IoT edge network to 

support the IoT data processing, securing, storage, 

and analytics at the edge. This feature will allow high-

data-rate IoT gesture-tracking sensors to be 

processed with low latency and high security in a 

decentralized manner. In the absence of a mobile 

edge tower, a smaller server, such as a laptop, a 

smartphone that can intake the sensory data and 

share them with the cloudlet, or a mobile edge 

network, can be used as an edge router for further 

processing [14].  

In case of a therapy application, a therapist creates 

a high-level therapy that targets a particular type of 

disability. The therapist can then map the therapy to 

a particular disabled patient. The therapist can also 

create a 3D game in augmented or virtual reality 

mode to save a model therapist for assisting a patient 

at home. The model therapy can be played by the 

patient at home, while the gesture-tracking sensors 

and other ambient sensors capture different motions 

and the quality of the therapy as the patient records 

the therapy. At the end of each therapy session, the 

complete multimedia session can be saved to the user 

session in the repository for further analysis of the 

session data. The user-submitted session is then 

parsed by an analytic engine to extract the quality of 

information for report generation and sharing with 

the therapist. The therapist can review the online 

multimedia and test results and can approve or 

change the therapy or complexity levels. The therapy 

results can be shared with the community of interest 

or other therapists or institutions.  

Fig. 2. Cyber physical high-level block diagram of the 

proposed secure, decentralized therapy application 

Another important aspect is the possibility of 

sharing health data seamlessly among different 

entities [5][18]. For example, a patient can visit 

different therapists that work at different institutions 

and go through various types of paperwork and 

medical tests. All of the above-mentioned types of 

interactions actually demand a large amount of 

therapeutic multimedia data that can be captured, 

analyzed, stored, processed, and shared with a 

community of interest. Thus, securing patient data 

with proper privacy and integrity of the captured data 

is of utmost priority of such a therapy system. 

Electronic therapy records will need a portable data 

structure, which will allow the therapy history to be 

shared across the geographic boundary. Figure 2 

 



shows the necessary software components to support 

the aforementioned scenario.  

Software Components 

With the help of multiple non-invasive gesture-

tracking and IoT sensors at the vicinity of the patient, 

the framework collects the therapeutic data and 

securely shares them with big-data repository and its 

stakeholders. The blockchain for the therapy 

application uses a set of trustless MEC and cloud 

nodes for storing the committed blocks that contain 

therapy transactions. The therapy application block 

consists of the time of its creation, the hash of the 

previous block, the hash of the current transactions 

and block data, the patient’s therapy profile, the user 

profile, and the healthcare provider/therapist 

information. Every time a new patient profile is 

created, a new therapy is assigned to a patient, a new 

prescribed therapy is provided, or a new therapy 

session is added to the system, a new block needs to 

be inserted into the blockchain. Once a majority of the 

consensus peers accept the new block, it is added to 

the blockchain. The longest-chain rule is maintained 

by the nodes to avoid any attack.  

Sidechains, off-chains, and altchains are assumed 

to be loosely coupled with the chain and will not be 

part of a main blockchain consensus mechanism 

within the permissioned consensus mechanisms in 

the proposed private or public shared blockchain 

ledger system to support scalability and avoid latency 

problems [21]. However, a sidechain can be 

maintained to support offloading of many non-

transactional activities, such as multimedia data, 

including images, audios, and videos related to the 

therapy, which can be stored in the sidechains linked 

with a transactional block that is saved in the main 

blockchain. A bridge among different therapy 

applications running on different types of blockchain 

models can be maintained to support altchains [21].  

 A set of trusted nodes participates in the 

consensus mechanism of adding a therapy 

transaction within the set of blocks. As a result, the 

IoT-based transactions become fast. Block creation 

rate and the size of each block can be customized 

depending on the therapeutic needs to support 

scalability. As for the underlying transaction model, 

the framework supports an UTXO model for financial 

transactions and a smart contract for the 

spatiotemporal activity log of a patient [21]. For 

example, a therapist can design a smart contract and 

add to the block; in this way, the contract will be 

activated, completed, and added to the block through 

a closed consensus mechanism when the patient does 

that therapy activity with the stipulated time duration 

[13]. The smart contract can embed logic, such as 

whether the required times of therapy action have 

been performed in a day with certain frequency per 

session. The therapy monitoring and supervising 

system is costly to maintain due to the involvement of 

professional therapists; therefore, a transaction fee-

based mining of the blocks is assumed either using 

proof-of-work or delegated proof-of-stake consensus 

model. 

Smart Contract 

Fig. 3. High-level diagram to obtain permission from 

the patient, read/write to blockchain/edge network, 

and remote cloud big-data repository 

Figure 3 depicts a therapy patient surrounded by a 

set of gesture-tracking sensors and ambient 

intelligent IoT sensors that support in-home therapy 

sessions [46]. The IoT nodes and gesture-tracking 

sensors are made secure by private/public keys. A 

patient can give access to his/her therapeutic data to 

anyone in the community of interest, such as 

caregiver, therapist, insurance company, medical 

doctor, and hospital authority. Moreover, the patient-

related data can be digitally signed and saved into the 

blockchain by trusted parties, such as a physio-

therapy center, a therapist, the patient, and the 

caregiver. The patient can also authorize a subset of 

his/her therapy data on an ad hoc basis. The therapist 

can create a smart contract, which provides metadata 

related to a therapy that needs to be performed, and 

save it for further execution. The smart contract 

embeds the access policy of the patient. Any 

transaction that enters the edge network is parsed by 

the geographically distributed permissioned 



mining/consensus nodes to be approved and added 

to the blockchain.  

Each therapy session results in a large amount of 

multimedia data in the form of text, image, audio, and 

video [45][46]. Thus, an offline centralized cloud or 

decentralized cloud storage can be used to store the 

multimedia data, while the transaction in the 

blockchain stores the hash of the pointer or the files 

distributed in the cloud storage. While reading or 

querying the file, the patient has to first authenticate 

with the private key to obtain the hash of the 

distributed file pointers and then acquire the actual 

file by providing the distributed hash to the cloud 

controller [21]. The cloud storage pointer hash is 

saved in the blockchain and then goes through a Tor 

network anonymity; the security, immutability, 

integrity, and backup of the hash are therefore 

guaranteed. A distributed cryptographic P2P cloud 

storage architecture, such as StorJ, BigchainDB, or 

IPFS, can be adopted to improve the security and 

backup of the files. The patient is in the center of 

ownership of their therapeutic data stored in 

different autonomous and private health institutions’ 

computer systems and can share their data on 

demand with any institution through the 

cryptographic signature in the blockchain [5].  

In summary, the smart contract stores the 

cryptographic public ID of the patient, therapist, 

hospital, caregiver, and other community of interest 

and their relationship, the permission, and the 

authorization level by different entities. When anyone 

wants to access a particular therapy profile or 

historical therapy data, the smart contract is used to 

validate the access control, permission, and 

relationship among the entities and share the hash of 

the actual off-chain health data that belong to the 

joint ownership [17]. The off-chain health data can be 

queried with the session key obtained from the smart 

contract execution.  

Setting up of the Key 

IoT, mining, consensus or approval, and Tor nodes 

form a P2P network to set up the environment. Each 

IoT node in a therapy application uses a local web 

server to act as an IoT node, in which a key pair is 

generated. Similarly, other nodes in the P2P network 

generate a private key and a public key. The private 

key is saved in a wallet, and the public key is shared 

with other peers. The private key is used for 

signing/approving blocks or transactions within the 

blocks and reading the encrypted messages. The 

public key used as a unique key is adopted by peers to 

send any message or perform any transaction. The 

private key can also be used to generate a set of 

stealth keys as public addresses, which can be utilized 

for performing transactions, without revealing any 

identity of wallet information [3]. 

Fig. 4. Therapy data and smart contract execution 

process within the blockchain. 

Approval of Block in the Chain 

After signing by an IoT client node, the data enters 

into the edge peer network for further verification by 

one-hop edge nodes. The permissioned edge nodes, a 

part of the consensus or approval network (Figure 4), 

verify the keys, approve the transaction, and add the 

block into the blockchain. After approval, they are 

subjected to any anonymization process by passing at 

least N+1 levels of Tor nodes. The value of N is 

variable and depends on the need and available 

resources at the edge network. At the Tor exit node, 

the therapy packets are saved to the cloud as the 

next-hop destination node. In this mechanism, the 

patient’s identity and the therapist or hospital 

authority’s identity are hidden. An attacker has no 

way to de-anonymize any entity from the obfuscated 

public addresses. 

Figure 5 shows a sample scenario with a 2D 

blockchain. A patient BOB can visit different 

therapists and therapy centers over a time span. Each 

independent center or therapist has its own 

blockchain, in which the patient therapy session can 

be added. The vertical chain corresponds to one 

independent chain, and a patient can be added 

horizontally or vertically with existing chains. The 

design pattern will build trust among healthcare 

providers although their provided services are 

incompatible with one another yet support a mobile 

patient with industry and government compliance 

policies, such as HIPAA.  



Fig. 5. Scenario in which a therapy session is stored in 

multiple independently maintained Blockchain by 

different service provider entities related to a 

particular disabled subject 

Fig. 6. Timeline perspective of the spatiotemporal 

addition of a set of therapy transactions to the chain 

Different data types associated with the therapy 

framework are stored in main and off chains for 

immutable and secure storage. Other types of 

therapy scenarios follow a similar flow of the process. 

For example, when a disabled patient visits a 

therapist, the detailed activity and prescriptions are 

inserted into a new block. In other words, every 

therapist visit, every new therapy assigned, every new 

assessment made, and every therapy session 

performed at different instances will be recorded as a 

new block in the chain. 

Figure 6 shows a sample scenario of the addition of 

on- and off-chain therapy data to the blockchain. The 

therapeutic sensory IoT data is first parsed and made 

available to the smartphone gateway as a transaction. 

The gateway then sends the transactions to be 

included in the next block for committing. The edge 

gateway waits until a time threshold t0, packs all the 

transactions into a block, and sends them back to the 

smartphone application for authentication. Once the 

block is signed with the private key of the patient and 

is verified, it is distributed to the mining/approval 

nodes in the edge. Once more than a threshold 

number of consensuses are being obtained, the block 

is added to the chain and further propagated to MEC 

nodes.  

IV. PROOF OF CONCEPT IMPLEMENTATION

Use Case: Secure ROM BOT - A Virtual 3D ROM 

Avatar 

We develop a secure therapy tool called Range of 

Motion (ROM) BOT to provide solutions, such as real-

time measurement of a human skeletal ROMs and 

creating model therapy exercises. These types of data 

serve as the backbone of benchmarking with a model 

ROMs. A secure ROM BOT algorithm is crucial in 

guiding the physiotherapy sessions by patients, 

driving exercise game actions, generating model 

therapy ROM, and thus helping with analytics and 

progress visualizations.  

A secure ROM BOT engine is beneficial during the 

actual therapy session by patients by displaying a 

virtual skeleton that mimics the patient’s action. 

Figure 7 (a) shows the secure, live skeletal kinematic 

ROM data by using three gesture-tracking sensors. 

Figure 7 (b) presents a therapist who diagnoses the 

joints of interest for a subject. Figures 7 (c) and 7 (d) 

show an online remote sharing of skeletal data, in 

which a patient shares the live therapy session with a 

therapist at home or at a therapy center. Data from 

the therapy session are secured and anonymized by 

the secure MEC node before they go to the cloud. 

 (a)  (b) 

(c)                                       (d) 
Fig. 7. Secure institutional and in-home therapy 

management scenario 



Use Case: Secure Therapist On Demand 

Fig. 8. On-demand secure therapist finding a module for a patient 

Fig. 9. On-demand secure patient management module  Fig. 10. Secure therapy center user interface 

Figures 8–10 depict a scenario in which a disabled 

patient can post his/her disability; search for a 

therapist on demand; hire a therapist or a medical 

institution based on the type of disability, and the 



expertise of the therapist, and the location of the 

hospital or in-home service; and negotiate on the per-

hour or per-visit charges through the blockchain-

based secure communication channel. Once a patient 

establishes a smart contract with a specialist, both 

parties can share their location and the physiological 

health record or previous blocks of therapy history 

securely. In case a hospital is referred to within the 

loop, a hospital is also added as a signing authority.  

Test Bed Implementation Details 

In both scenarios, a permissioned private 

blockchain mining node is assumed to be available at 

the MEC node, which will commit the private 

blockchain, with an incentive mechanism. The mining 

nodes can be set up at the patient or his/her 

community of interest’s premises or by the medical 

institutions. We use only a soft version of mining, i.e., 

the consensus algorithm is only run by a selective set 

of trusted nodes; thus, the transactions are 

completed rapidly. Although the concept of “a set of 

trusted mining nodes” makes a weak point in the 

process, a physical trust and relation grow between a 

disabled patient and a therapist or a therapy 

institution in the therapy domain. The mining nodes 

are assumed to be part of the incentive network given 

that each visit to a therapist or a therapy institution is 

a paid service.  

The mining node executes the smart contract that 

contains the script of the prescribed therapy. The 

script will allow each IoT node related to the therapy 

application to obtain its access read/write policy and 

accordingly activate the sensors. The therapeutic 

multimedia sensory data are first stored and 

processed by the off-chain MEC node, and the session 

metadata are stored in the blockchain for permanent 

storage. The transactions for storing therapy data, 

accessing therapy data, and monitoring or annotating 

the therapy data are programmed in the smart 

contract script. The smart contract can also use 

spatial predicates to enable the MEC node within the 

patient’s home to access and store the off-chain data 

into a local repository or an IPFS distributed 

repository. This utilization allows a patient to retain a 

copy of his/her therapy records. The strict mining 

restrictions are relaxed because the framework only 

requires the metadata transactions related to therapy 

applications.  

As for blockchain, we have implemented 

permissioned Ethereum and Hyperledger private 

Blockchain. The off-chain therapy solution has been 

implemented using IPFS [45][46]. For example, a 

particular therapy assigned to a patient becomes an 

immutable prescription in the patient profile. Once 

the patient does the therapy in multiple instances, 

the metadata of the session analytics are added to the 

particular therapy profile. The same therapy session 

may be annotated by the therapist with further 

comments and suggestions. All these works serve as 

append operation on the BigchainDB. However, 

whenever someone in the community of interest 

sends any query to the BigchainDB or intends to 

append any data to any particular asset or block, the 

patient and the interested entity have to authenticate 

and digitally sign using their private keys. 

The web and client servers are implemented with 

Laravel and Angular JS, respectively. The Ethereum 

and Hyperledger client communicates with the 

node.js for acquiring the IoT data. As for the IoT data, 

we use three gesture-tracking sensors, namely, 

Kinect2, Leap Motion, and Myo sensors. As shown in 

Figure 6, different data types are harvested and 

synchronized before being sent to the blockchain. A 

private Tor is set up with four nodes, including two 

onion routers. The third one acts as onion router and 

authority and HTTP server. The fourth node acts as an 

onion client that sends the blocks by using the Tor. As 

for edge and cloudlet solutions, we port an extended 

version of the open-source cloudlet-based edge 

computing solution, Elijah [48]. Figure 11 shows the 

overall delay in capturing different types of 

therapeutic multimedia data, adding them to a block, 

and saving them to the distributed repository or at 

the edge network repository. 

Fig. 11. Delay in accessing therapy services by using 

the edge network 

We calculate the delay as follows: 

Mean processing time = processing delay at client + 

network delay to upload to MEC + Blockchain 

processing delay at MEC + network delay at MEC to 

upload to IPFS and decentralized cloud + processing 

delay at IPFS + processing delay to add off-chain Hash 

to Blockchain. 



As shown in Figure 11, the mean processing time 

increases as the number of users increases. Among 

different data types, c300 represents very-high-

resolution hand video frames captured from the Leap 

Motion device, which requires much bandwidth and 

hence considerable time to add to the off-chain 

repository at the edge and cloud. Accordingly, as the 

number of users increases, the mean processing delay 

increases at a rate higher than that of other types of 

therapeutic data. In our future endeavor, we will look 

at ways to reduce the off-chain data storage time. 

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a secure therapy 

framework that will allow a patient to own and 

control his/her personal data without any trusted 

third party, such as a therapy center. With the 

support of blockchain, the framework will be immune 

to a single point of failure or unauthorized access. The 

therapeutic data will be immutable, anonymous, 

secure, and transparent to the community of interest. 

The patient can share the therapy history and quality-

of-improvement data with anyone he or she wants. 

Through a MEC network, the therapy framework can 

avoid the shortcomings of the high bandwidth and 

analytical processing need of the cloud by supporting 

considerable processing at the edge network. 

Although the blockchain only stores the immutable 

hashes of the therapy metadata, the actual 

multimedia data that contains the images, audios, 

videos, and other augmented reality therapy data is 

stored off-chain in a distributed or a centralized DB 

depending on the application need. This feature 

allows leveraging the immutabilities of metadata and 

annotating or updating multimedia big data.  
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